
Unsustainable Fishing

By Dr. Susan Bliss 
Educational Consultant

SCALE: GLOBAL AND ASIAN REGION

Curriculum:
Science, Geography, Food Technology, Economics, English, Mathematics and the Arts

General Capabilities:
Numeracy, Literacy, Information and Communications Technology, Critical and Creative 
Thinking, Personal and Social Capability, Ethnical Understanding, Intercultural Understanding, 
Civics and Citizenship, Difference and Diversity, and Work and Enterprise.

Cross Curriculum Priorities:
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
Sustainability
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures.

Image: Vietnam fishing nets https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/296182112994140656



introduction
Imagine the world without fish?

The movie ‘End of the Line’ claims the oceans will be fished out by 2048 impacting on future

food security.

About 60 years ago seas were fished to a depth of 50 metres, however with advanced technology 
such as the Geographical Information System (GIS) and super trawlers with deep sea long-line 

fishing equipment, oceans are now fished to depths of over 200 metres.
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/2006/11/seafood-biodiversity/

The ocean is one continuous interconnected body of water encompassing the Arctic, Atlantic, 
Indian, Pacific and Southern Oceans. The world’s oceans drive global atmospheric systems that 

make Earth habitable for humans.

From its deepest trenches to the densely populated coastlines, and from tropical storms to melting 
sea ice, the ocean is sensitive to the impacts of human-induced changes.

The World Bank’s Director of Agriculture and Environmental Services, Juergen Voegele, said that 
‘supplying fish sustainably — producing it without depleting productive natural resources and without 

damaging the precious aquatic environment — is a huge challenge.’
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/213522/icode/

Image: https://www.wallpaperflare.com/cruise-ship-in-body-of-water-nature-landscape-national-geographic-wallpaper-ppczf



GLOBAL OVERVIEW-
DID YOU KNOW?

•	 Oceans cover 75% of Earth’s                         surface.

•	 97% of Earth is water.

•	 Oceans absorb 30% of carbon dioxide 
cushioning impacts of climate change.

•	 91% of ocean species are unclassified.

•	 95% of the ocean remains unexplored.

•	 Marine resources are worth $3 trillion 
per year or 5% of global GDP. 

•	 38% of fish caught or farmed is traded 
globally.

•	 40% of world’s oceans are severely 
affected by human activities, such as  
pollution, overfishing and loss of coastal 
habitats (e.g., clearing wetlands for 
agriculture and cities).

•	 80% of marine and coastal pollution  
originates on land such as fertilisers, 
pesticides, plastics and sewage.

•	 21% of fish species are deemed at risk  of 
extinction.

•	 1974-2018 the percentage of fisheries within 
biologically sustainable levels decreased 
from 90% to 65.8%

•	 Over 3 billion people directly and                       
indirectly depend on marine and coastal 
biodiversity for their livelihoods.

•	 Over 60 million people are directly 
employed by seafood production-85% live 
in Asia.

•	 Asia possesses 3.1 million fishing                            vessels, 
accounting for 68% of the  global fishing 
fleet.

•	 Women consist of 14% of the people                       engaged in fisheries and aquaculture.

•	 The fishing industry supports the livelihoods of 8% of the world’s population with most living in 
developing countries. The majority  are small-scale, artisanal fishers and  aquaculture workers.
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GLOBAL OVERVIEW-
DID YOU KNOW?

•	 Since 2020, 
COVID-19 
emerged 
as one of 
the greatest 
global 
challenges. 
The socio-
economic 
consequences 
made the 
fight to defeat 
hunger and 
poverty more 
challenging. 
COVID-19 
had a major 
impact on 
the fishing 
industry with 
the closure 
of fishing 
ports and fish 
markets, and 
the reduced 
patronage of 
restaurants. 
Impossibility 
of crew 
changes on 
fishing boats, lack of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and restricted and enclosed spaces on 
fishing boats, led to the spread of the pandemic amongst the crew who without medical assistance, 
died and were frequently buried at sea. Numerous poor unemployed fishermen became victims of 
forced labour, bonded labour and human trafficking.

•	 United Nations Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 14 relates to life below water that aims 
to conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development. 
It is committed to restore fish stocks, end overfishing and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and 
Unregulated Fishing (IUUF).

•	 The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2020 is devoted Sustainability in Action. The sector 
contributes to securing all the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).

•	 Most unsustainable fisheries are  located in the Mediterranean and Black Sea (62.5% of overfished 
stocks), Southeast Pacific (54.5%)               and Southwest Atlantic (53.3%).
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WORLD FISHERIES-
PRODUCTION

From 1990 to 2018, there was a 14% increase in global fish production and 
a growing                     trend for fisheries and aquaculture to provide food, nutrition and 
employment.

Global fish production is divided into capture and aquaculture:

Capture:

Top fish capture producing countries: China, Indonesia, India, Peru, Russia,   
USA and Vietnam, accounted for almost 50% of global capture.  
China accounted for 35% of global fish production and reported about 2.26 
million tonnes from its “distant-water fishery” such as around coastal South  
America.

Aquaculture:

Asia dominates aquaculture production. The region produced 89% of the 
global  quantity during the last 20 years.

Aquaculture is anticipated to produce nearly two thirds of global food fish 
supply  by 2030.

Image: Stilt fishing Sri Lanka. Source: John Bliss



WORLD FISHERIES-
PRODUCTION

Graph: https://www.hatcheryfm.com/hfm-article/922/
The-State-of-World-Fisheries-and-Aquaculture-
SOFIA-2020/
Graph: https://twitter.com/FAOfish/
status/1269953569626574848/photo/1
Image: https://pngimage.net/caballito-de-mar-png-1



HOW ARE STATISTICS 
CALCULATED?

The Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP) collects recreational fishing data and produces 
estimates of recreational catch. While surveys use peer- reviewed data collection and estimation methods, 

the statistics should not be viewed as actual population. Instead, they are estimates.

The exact number and species of finfish caught in saltwater by recreational anglers fishing from shore, 
private boats and for-hire vessels is impossible to determine. 

https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/recreational-fishing-data/survey-statistics-overview

Refer to the diagram and website to answer the following questions:

•	 Why is there no reliable data for many of the world’s fish stocks?
•	 Explain why the data on fish stocks is frequently incomplete or out of date.
•	 What is the role of fishery scientists?
•	 Describe how data reaches the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) and                   why data on fisheries is 

important for this organisation.
•	 The accuracy of self-reported fish production data can be difficult to measure. Discuss how you might 

determine whether the data and information on the fishing industry is reliable and unbiased.

ICT:

How Weighting Data Helps Your Catch Count  
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/recreational-fishing-data/survey-statistics-overview 
Diagram: https://worldoceanreview.com/en/wor-2/fisheries/state-of-fisheries-worldwide/



Asia possesses 13 Large Marine Ecosystems that generate about 50% of the global marine fish catch, 
a source of nutrition and employment but also an essential component of the economic and cultural 
landscapes. Currently, fisheries in these waters have declined due to human activities such as coastal 
development, overfishing, pollution, acidification, unsustainable management and climate change. 
Consequently there is an urgent need to protect and rebuild marine resources in the East and South 
China Seas.

•	 Name the country that is largest contributor to fisheries and aquaculture in the world.

•	 From 2010 to 2018 list the increase in fish production in the four different types in Asia, excluding 
China.

YouTube: Interactive bar graphs.
Top Fish Producing Countries 1960-2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmferPgxGeE

Top Fish Producing Countries-Capture ad Aquaculture 1950 to 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJOs8Bzn2U  
Graph: http://www.fao.org/3/ca9229en/ca9229en.pdf

WORLD FISHERIES-PRODUCTION
DOMINATED BY ASIA



WORLD FISHERIES-CONSUMPTION
CURRENTLY FUTURE

•	88% of fish caught was used 
for human consumption and 
12%for non-food purposes.

•	Fish provided 3.3 billion 
people with about 20% of 
animal protein.

•	Fish production consisted of 
82.1 million tons of aquatic 
animals, 32.4 million tons of 
aquatic algae and 26,000 tons 
of ornamental seashells and 
pearls.

Fish and fish products are 
vital for food security and 
contributed to eliminating 
hunger and malnutrition. 
Unfortunately, 35% of global 
fish harvest is lost or wasted.

By 2030 the share of fish 
production destined for human 
consumption is expected to 
grow by 89%.Approximately 
62% is anticipated  to originate 
from aquaculture and Asia is 
projected to make up 70% of 
global fish consumption.

Growth in global population, 
expanding incomes and 
increased awareness of the health 
benefits of fish, will contribute 
to the expanding consumption of 
fish and fish products.

•	From 1950-2018 calculate the increase in food percapita consumption.
•	List the items the graph does not include.
•	Discuss the message in the cartoon.

Line graph shttp://www.fao.org/3/ca9231en/CA9231EN.pdf 
Cartoon: Human Fingers: The Fish World’s version of Fish Fingers.  
https://www.cartoonstock.com/directory/e/eating_fish.asp



WORLD FISHERIES-CONSUMPTION
CAPTURE VERSUS AQUACULTURE

From 1961-2018 fish consumption more than doubled and fish produced from aquaculture.

• Describe the anticipated fish production and consumption projections by 2030. Provide statistics to 
justify your answer.

Graph and diagram https://www.hatcheryfm.com/hfm-article/922/The-State-of-World-Fisheries-and-Aquaculture-SOFIA-2020/
Pie and line graphs https://www.iffo.com/global-food-security



WORLD FISHERIES-CONSUMPTION
FISHMEAL

Approximately 25% of fish caught in the ocean does not directly end up on our plates. Instead they are 
churned into fishmeal. Over the past fifty years the fishmeal and fish oil sector in South East Asia has 
grown significantly.

Background image: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/news/how-much-fish-do-we-consume-first-global-seafood-consumption-footprint-
publishedFISHMEAL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fish_meal
https://thefishsite.com/articles/production-consumption-of-fishmeal



WORLD FISHERIES-CONSUMPTION
FISHMEAL FOR AQUACULTURE

Approximately 25% of fish caught is used to feed aquaculture and over 70% of this quantity is then used 
for fishmeal and fish oil.

• Prepare a brochure explaining what is meant by the word ‘fishmeal’, as well as its production process 
and use.

• Debate whether the demand for fishmeal is causing a decline or increase in fish numbers. Present the 
two perspectives in a column graph.

Pie graphs: https://www.iffo.com/node/1680
Diagram: The fishmeal production process.
Luella Sun https://globalreportingprogram.org/fishmeal/



WORLD FISHERIES-PHOTO 
LITERACY

• Using ICT select five photographs illustrating catching fish (primary industry) and selling fish 
(tertiary industry) in Asian countries. Present annotated photographs as a photo story. Include 
sources.

• Organise a virtual cultural field trip to Seoul’s Noryangjin Fish Market. What should you wear? What 
sights and smells would you envisage? What type of seafood would you eat and how is it cooked or 
presented? 
https://theculturetrip.com/asia/south-korea/articles/a-complete-guide-to-seouls-noryangjin-fish-market/

South Korea: Seoul Fish Market.
J and S Bliss

Kerala India: 
Fishermen using 
Chinese fishing nets.
J and S Bliss



WORLD FISHERIES-CONSUMPTION

TOP FISH CONSUMING COUNTRIES  
CHINA, MYANMAR, VIETNAM, JAPAN, INDIA AND MALAYSIA

HGHEST CONSUMPTION OF FISH PER CAPITA REGIONS 
OCEANIA AND ASIA  

Refer to the following website on countries with highest fish consumption 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MHC2xcXlUI.

Image: https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/countries-that-eat-the-most-fish.html
World map showing estimated fish consumption per capita worldwide in 2019
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/World-map-showing-estimated-fish-consumption-per-capita-worldwide-in-2019-84_fig4_341519435



WORLD FISHERIES-INDIGENOUS 
PEOPLES

Coastal Indigenous people consist of about 27 million people living in approximately 2,000 
communities in 87 countries. They eat on average 15 times more seafood per person than non-

Indigenous people in the same country.

The ocean provides coastal Indigenous people a vital source of food and economic security while 
also shaping their cultural heritage and spiritual values. The reliance of indigenous communities 

on marine resources meant they are vulnerable to climate and ecosystem changes.

“I grew up always having salmon,” Lorraine Loomis, fisheries director for the Swinomish Indian 
Tribal Community. They are called the “People of the Salmon” as their culture is intertwined with 

the migratory salmon. Salmon feasts mark every phase of life such as naming ceremonies, weddings, 
funerals and memorials to the dead.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/12/02/coastal-native-people-who-need-fish-the-most-are-losing-them/

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples recognises “the right to the 
lands, territories and resources which [Indigenous peoples] have traditionally owned, occupied or 

otherwise used or acquired,” should also apply to fish and oceans.
https://phys.org/news/2016-12-seafood-consumption-higher-indigenous-non-indigenous.html

•	 Compare seafood consumption between coastal Indigenous peoples and global average.
•	 List three major regions where fish consumption is high for coastal Indigenous peoples.
•	 Discuss the importance and value of seafood to coastal Indigenous peoples.

Infographic https://theconversation.com/for-indigenous-communities-fish-mean-much-more-than-food-70129



WORLD FISHERIES-INDIGENOUS 
PEOPLES

INDONESIA, MALAYSIA AND PHILIPPINES.

Bajau Laut, or “sea nomads,” are an Indigenous group dispersed  across Indonesia, 
Malaysia and the Philippines. They have been                            successful maritime traders for centuries 
and still live on houseboats, moving along coasts and fishing for their living. 
Bajau’ Sea nomads’ have genetically evolved to become expert free divers.

INDIA 
Fishing, using Indigenous traditional methods, is followed by fishing communities in            India. Over 
generations the use of traditional crafts and equipment that are mostly non-mechanised, pertains to 
Indigenous Technical Knowledge (ITK). 
Fish caught by unsustainable methods for fish meal and fish oil industries are wiping                       out India’s marine 
resources, upsetting marine ecology and food security. Indigenous  fish communities across India’s 
coastal regions predict an end to fisheries in the near                  future.https://theconversation.com/for-indigenous-communities-fish-
mean-much-more-than-food-70129

ASIA-AUSTRALIA LINKS 
The Macassans from Sulawesi (Indonesia) began visiting the coast of northern Australia around 
the 1700s. They collected and processed trepang (sea cucumber), prized for its culinary value and 
medicinal properties in China. Anthropologists indicate the Macassan’s negotiated with Indigenous 
Australians for the right to fish certain waters. However, since the 1970s, if fishermen are caught by 
authorities, their boats are burned and the fishermen deported to Indonesia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Makassan_contact_with_Australia 
 
 

•	 Last of the sea nomads https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/sep/18/last-sea-nomads
•	 Sea nomads in the Indo-Pacific https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSo7BbMSjeE
•	 ‘Sea Nomads’ Are First Known Humans Genetically Adapted to Diving

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/bajau-sea-nomads-free-diving-spleen-science

Research the following questions using ICT. Who are the sea gypsies? Where do they live?                            How did 
they evolve to become Asia’s super divers? 
Image Bajau divers: https://www.euronews.com/2018/04/21/bajau-sea-nomads-have-genetically-evolved-to-become-expert-free-divers



INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIANS
SEA COUNTRY

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples view aquatic resources as part of their identity and 
their fishing practices as benefiting them culturally, socially and economically.  They also:

•	 Possess traditional knowledge to maintain healthy marine ecosystems.
•	 Focus on the sustainable use of marine resources.
•	 Fish to fulfil traditional purposes and to maintain their livelihood.
•	 Use traditional fishing gear that does not damage the environment such as fishing rods,  spears, hooks 

and nets. They usually use small boats with sails or oars, without an engine, while confronting 
competition from large or industrial-scale fisheries. 

Torres Strait Islanders used large outrigger canoes that could remain at sea for long periods and hold 
large sea animals such as dugongs and turtles. The canoes allowed them to hunt as far south as the 

Great Barrier Reef. They have claimed native title for their country. 
https://www.creativespirits.info/aboriginalculture/people/torres-strait-islander-cultureT

Refer to the website Sea Country: An Indigenous Perspective 
https://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/271c0bfc-34a2-4c6c-9b02-01204ebc0f43/files/indigenous.pdf 
Image: http://www.nearbc.ca/the-importance-of-fish-in-aboriginal-culture/



WORLD FISHERIES-GENDER
Fishing once considered men’s work also involved women working 
undercover throughout history. Approximately 2.1 million women 
are supposedly involved in small-scale fishing in all regions of the 
world. While 14% of women are                     employed in harvesting fish 
approximately 50% are employed in the post-harvest fishing 
sector.

However, these statistics are debatable as knowledge is                
sketchy and limited. Meryl Williams of the World Fish                   
Centre estimates that at least 50 million women living 
in developing countries are employed in the fishing 
industry. However, their work is often considered 
‘invisible’ as the macho image of the fisherman 
coloured our thinking.

Most fisherwomen live in Asia, Africa and Oceania. 
Their fish catches are mainly located along shorelines                         
using foot or small, non-motorised vessels. Most fish 
caught is consumed by the family with a small portion 
sold, making a contribution to food security and their 
livelihood.

Data collected frequently focuses on large-scale 
commercial fisheries, paying less attention to small- scale 
fishing activities, especially those for home consumption 
(i.e. subsistence).

In Bangladesh approximately 60% of the fish farmers/
aquaculture are women contributing to increased income and 
reduced poverty. In Cambodia and Thailand, the number of female 
fishers and boat owners is increasing.

Many imagine men catching fish at sea or hauling their catch to market, however women are an equally 
important part of the trade. On Sangihe in North Sulawesi, Indonesia, Ibu Ersita Masalamate runs her 
family’s fish trading business.

Describe the business organisation and the critical role of women.
https://medium.com/usaid-2030/the-other-half-meet-the-women-connecting-southeast-asias-seafood-supply-chain-62d0124e9665

ICT:

•	 The Hidden Half, Part I – Women’s role in Southeast Asia’s fisheries (English Subs) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pp_j8OUWETM

•	 More than selling seashells: The unsung role of women in fisheries 
https://blogs.adb.org/blog/more-selling-seashells-unsung-role-women-fisheries

•	 Fisherwomen-The Uncounted Dimension in Fisheries Management: Shedding light on the invisible 
gender https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/67/2/111/2931761

 
Image: Asian grandmother fishing with bamboo basket on river stream https://www.crushpixel.com/stock-
photo/old-woman-asian-citizen-grandmother-1183582.html



WORLD FISHERIES-TRADE
In 2018, 67 million tonnes of fish were traded internationally, equating to almost 38% of fish caught or 

farmed worldwide. 
http://www.fao.org/3/ca9231en/CA9231EN.pdf

It is projected that in the future aquaculture will contribute to a growing share of international trade 
in fish commodities for human consumption. The bulk of the growth in fish exports is projected to 

originate from Asia.

GLOBAL EXPORTS
1. China 14%
2. Norway 7%
3. Vietnam 5%
4. Thailand 4%
5. India 4%
6. Chile 4%
7. USA 4%
8. Netherlands 4%

GLOBAL IMPORTS
1. USA 14%
2. China 9%
3. Japan 9%
4. Spain 5%
5. Italy 4%
6. Germany 4%
7. France 4%
8. South Korea 4%

Information source: http://www.fao.org/3/ca9231en/CA9231EN.pdf

LIVE FISH TRADE

The live fish trade refers to the live food fish trade (for human consumption) or to the 
ornamental fish trade (for aquariums).

The live food fish trade is a global system that links fishing communities with markets, primarily in 
Hong Kong and mainland China. Many of the fish are captured on coral reefs  in Southeast Asia or 

the Pacific Island nations.

The life fish food trade is a lucrative business. According to University of Washington Professor 
Patrick Christie, live fish caught for food export earns approximately $6000 a ton. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Live_fish_trade

(CNN) In Hong Kong, where factory space 
is stacked in skyscrapers, the 15th floor of 
an  industrial block houses vast water tanks 
containing thousands of rare fish that swim  under 
UV lights.

Normally found thousands of kilometres away 
on tropical reefs, the coral grouper is bred  on 
land in one of the world’s most densely populated 
metropolises to feed a local population that 
consumes 3.6 times the global average in seafood.
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/asiapcf/02/08/reef.fish.trade/  
Map: https://www.zsl.org/file/coral-tradejpg



ORNAMENTAL FISH TRADE
Fish kept in aquariums and home tanks for aesthetic purposes, are considered ornamental fish.

These fish encompass a wide variety of species of different shapes, sizes and colours.

Every year the ornamental fish industry is responsible for the global movement of a large number 
of species. About 2 million people worldwide are involved in ornamental fisheries trade. Corals, 

invertebrates and reef fish are shipped from Southeast Asia to predominantly USA, Europe and Japan.
Singapore is one of the world’s largest exporters of ornamental fish and the trading hub of Asia. 

http://www.fao.org/3/a-bb206e.pdf

Though the ornamental fish market’s contribution to world trade is small, the sector contributes to the 
alleviation of poverty in developing countries as well as marine preservation. Coastal and riverine 

communities utilise ornamental fish, as a sustainable and renewable resource, as well as a source of 
income.

Refer to the web and other sources to answer the following questions. 
http://www.fao.org/3/a-bb206e.pdf

•	 What is an ornamental fish?
•	 List the major exporting countries of ornamental fish.
•	 Name the major importing countries of ornamental fish.
•	 Explain why quarantine is important (page 59)
•	 Sketch the supply chain and explain the movement of ornamental fish (page 19).
•	 Describe the results of intensive breeding.
•	 Discuss the ornamental fish business in Thailand (page41) or Sri Lanka (page 42).
•	 Explain the problems of transport and the packaging system (page 53).

Graph: http://www.fao.org/in-action/globefish/news-events/details-news/en/c/469648



FISHERIES TRADE-AUSTRALIA
Australia’s role in global fish trade is relatively minor, with the value of exports and imports 

accounting for 1% of global trade. China exports approximately 5% of fish and fish products to 
Australia. Additionally Australia is a significant exporter of fish species, including live Rock Lobsters, 

Bluefin Tuna and Abalone and 
https://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/research-topics/fisheries/fisheries-and-aquaculture-statistics/trade-2018

AUSTRALIA’S TRADE IN FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE 2018

Diagram: https://www.agriculture.gov.au/sites/default/files/images/afs-snapshot_long.png
Diagram https://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/research-pics/fisheries/fisheries-and-aquaculture-statistics/trade-2018



CHINA-PRODUCTION, 
CONSUMPTION, TRADE

China is a key player in global production, consumption and trade of seafood. In addition to 
China being the world’s major fish producer it is also the main exporter of fish and fish products.

China’s aquaculture sector expanded exponentially and its fish production tripled in the last 20 years. 
Describe the sustainability challenges and an oral report supported with relevant data.

ICT:

Feeding 1.4 billion China’s floating fish farms https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4kszhlfvFw
Image: https://worldfishcenter.org/annual-report2019/



ACTIVITIES
INQUIRY TASK

Discuss the global production of fish and fish products and predicted future trends.
Suggest Management Strategies.

Present investigation to the class including ICT and sources of data and information.
FOLLOW THE STEPS IN THE INQUIRY TASK.

Image: Fishing China https://www.wallpaperflare.com/brown-basket-bird-boat-fisherman-lantern-china-cormorant-wallpaper-ekez

ICT
YouTube: http://www.fao.org/publications/sofia/en/
Read Online: The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2020
http://www.fao.org/documents/card/en/c/ca9229en



Glossary

Algal Blooms: algal blooms causing harmful effects such as producing toxins
Aquaculture: farming of aquatic organisms including fish, molluscs, crustaceans and aquatic plants
Ballast water: water pumped in to the tanks of large ships to give them balance and stability
Bathymetric map: map representing the morphology (shape) of the sea floor
Bathymetry: measure of depth of water in oceans, seas or lakes
Biogeochemical Cycles: cycles of important elements and compounds through the different spheres 
of the biophysical environment such as the water cycle and carbon cycle 
Biomagnification: increase in concentration of a toxin in the food chain
Continental Shelves: submerged margins of the continental plates which represents 20% of the 
continental land mass
Eutrophication: ecosystem response to the natural or human-induced addition of nutrients to an 
aquatic system for example algal bloom.
FAO: Food and Agricultural Organisation
Fish meal: ground wild-caught small fish
Painting: Aboriginal art of a fish
https://www.aboriginal-art-australia.com/artworks/melanie-hava-fish-2a/



Glossary
Food Security: access to reliable 
and sufficient quantity of affordable, 
nutritious food.
Gyre: large system of rotating ocean 
currents
IWC: International Whaling 
Commission
Krill: Small shrimplike crustacean 
eaten by larger animals, notably baleen 
whales
Marine Protected Areas: Area 
managed to protect marine species, 
ecosystems, processes and habitats 
which can contribute to the restoration 
and replenishment of resources 
for social, economic, and cultural 
enrichment.
Micro plastics: tiny microscopic 
pieces of plastic, usually clear and 
virtually non-biodegradable, are a major 
pollutant of oceans and waterways.
Ocean acidification: increase in acidity 
(lower pH) of seawater which occurs 
as carbon dioxide from the atmosphere 
dissolves into oceans
Ocean Conveyor Belt: deep ocean 
current
Ocean desert: large nutrient starved 
and biologically poor areas in oceans 
Ocean: salt water bodies containing 
many different zones supporting diverse 
ecosystems
Oceanography: study of the oceans 
and their complex interactions with the 
atmosphere and the biosphere
Photic zone: upper layers of 
water where sunlight can penetrate 
Phytoplankton: microscopic 
underwater plants use photosynthesis 
to convert sunlight into energy and 
oxygen.
Sea Level Rise: natural and human- 
induced changes in the mean sea level 
Whaling: killing of whales for meat or 
oil

Painting: Aboriginal art of fish Melanie Hava / Turtles and Fish https://www.aboriginal-art-australia.com/artworks/melanie-hava-turtles-and-fish-1a/



pre-school resources

Image: https://www.marketing91.com/primary-industry/

Some of the concepts children learn about fish found at  
https://www.fantasticfunandlearning.com/preschool-fish-theme-activities.html

•	 Where fish live
•	 What fish need to survive
•	 How to care for fish
•	 Body parts of a fish
•	 How humans and fish breathe differently
•	 How freshwater fish differ from saltwater fish
•	 How fish move
•	 How to catch a fish (fishing)
•	 How fish taste

The unit includes YouTube, songs, books and 40 fish themed activities e.g. Maths, Rhyming  and Art 
Sheets.

PRE-SCHOOL AND PRIMARY RESOURCES
77 Fish resources https://www.twinkl.com.au/search?term=fish

DID YOU KNOW?
Refer to the following website to answer the questions 
 https://www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help/fish

1. Fish have ............................................that extract oxygen from the water around them.

2. The collective name for a group of fish is a ‘shoal’ or a ………………………...

3. Fish have been around for about… ...........million years, which is longer than dinosaurs.

4. There are an estimated…............different species identified

5. Over… ............... fish species are threatened by extinction.

6. The....................................Shark is the largest member of the fish family.

7. Tuna can swim at speeds of up to ...................kph

8. Some fish live in… .........water and others that live in salt water.



PRE-SCHOOL-PRIMARY 
RESOURCES

FINDING NEMO
Finding Nemo is a computer-animated 
adventure film. Who is nemo? Where is the 
story located? What type of fish species in 
Nemo’s father? Who is Dory? Who belong to 
the Tank Gang?
Briefly retell the story.

Finding Dory Lesson Plans: Free Printables 
for Teachers and Parents https://www.
babysavers.com/finding-dory-lesson-plans/ 
https://www.eslprintables.com/cinema_and_
television/movies/movies_for_kids/finding_
nemo/
Image: https://www.aliexpress.com/item/4000154325052.html

GET HOOKED... IT’S FUN TO FISH

Follow the adventures of Snappy and Squirt when you join the free Get Hooked... It’s Fun to Fish 
educational program designed for Primary School Stages 2 and 3 in NSW.

The educational program includes: Fishing workshops; artificial reefs; fish tagging; spearfishing; fish 
care volunteers; fish stocking; food safety; FishSmart app; fish for life; management and environmental 
assessment of recreational fishing; research surveys; angler access; fishing skills, rules and regulations; 
free Kids resources; and Aboriginal cultural fishing. 

https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/fishing/recreational/resources/fishing-workshops/get-hooked
Image: https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/fishing/recreational/kids-resources



PRIMARY RESOURCES
WORLD WITHOUT FISH

World Without Fish, is an illustrated narrative nonfiction account for young students                     explaining 
what is happening to the world’s oceans and what they can do about it.
•	 Book https://blog.workman.com/2011/05/plenty-of-fish-in-the-sea-not-really/
•	 Graphic Novel https://www.scribd.com/document/47744034/World-Without-Fish- Graphic-

Novel
•	 Download World without Fish Full Online https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/63744807/

epub-download-world-without- fish-full-online

YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujFURgRbnww 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxvfz-dk-nU 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjqBYAmrjmY 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9rnEieJRJZ4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsKeSuEBuWA 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HuQqf-aCiUA

YouTube/Video
Imagine a world without fish https://www.youtube.comwatch?v=6Cg6CiRGwFM  
What would happen if all the fish disappeared?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fd85OL72Bl4  
Fish Facts: Lesson for Kids 
https://study.com/academy/lesson/fish-facts-lesson-for-kids.html



PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 
RESOURCES

Let’s go Fishing!
https://www.gbrmpa.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf_file/0007/28159/Year-6- Science-
Lets-Go-Fishing-Version-0.2.pdf

Year 6 Australian Science Curriculum Lesson Plans, Activities and 
Report
Students investigate the growth and survival of different fish 
species and  make links between human impacts and fish 
survival.
Students develop an understanding of:

•Different kinds of fish, their characteristics and                                      breeding 
cycles.
•The survival needs of fish.
•Fish survival is affected by the health of their habitat.
•Personal and community decisions affect fish habitats.
•Sustainable fishing practices.

Inquiry questions for the unit:
•How do fish work?
•What are their survival needs?
•What happens when their habitats are polluted or modified?
•What role do humans play in this?
•What are sustainable fishing practices and why are they’re  
important?

Protecting Our Fishing Future
Facts, Lessons and Activities https://www.forteachersforstudents.
com.au/site/themed- curriculum/protecting-fishing-future/lesson-ideas/

Sydney Institute of Marine Studies https://www.sims.org.au/page/141/education- workshops-plenty-of-
fish
Primary

•	Living a Life Less Plastic
•	Marine Explorers
•	Plankton: Aquatic Drifters
•	Exploring our Blue Planet
•	Managing the Invisible Threat

Stages 4/5 Science/Geography/Marine Studies Science Workshops
Students learn how to apply the scientific method and use these skills to formulate  and test hypotheses, 
conduct experiments and analyse data related to marine issues.
Stage 4 Workshop: To Settle or Not to Settle – Exploring Sydney Harbour.
Stage 5 Workshop: The Weakest Link-marine contamination, ecotoxicology and importance  of 
biomonitoring as a tool for assessing environmental impact.

Geography Fieldwork–Sydney Harbour fieldwork cruise.



SECONDARY RESOURCES
CSIRO OCEANS BOOK
The resource explores Years 7-10 Science and Geography                     curricula, covering 
the Sydney Institute of Marine Science
•	 Subjects: Science and Geography.
•	 General Capabilities: ICT, Ethical Thinking, Personal and                         Social 

Capabilities.
•	 Cross Curriculum: Sustainability;
     Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples histories and                         cultures.

      https://www.publish.csiro.au › ebook › notes

CSIRO PUBLISHING
https://www.publish.csiro.au/search?q=FISH
Approximately 2111 articles on fish. Below are a few examples

Practical guide for people in the aquaculture industry. Australian Fish Farmer 
covers current as well as potential                               aquaculture industries https://www.publish.
csiro.au/book/3467

Tropical seaweed beds as important habitats for juvenile fish 
 https://www.publish.csiro.au/MF/MF16153

Fish for Thought: Fisheries, International Trade and                               Sustainable Development  
https://www.publish.csiro.au/PC/PC00276a

Climate change and its implications for Australia’s freshwater  fish
https://www.publish.csiro.au/MF/MF10308


